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Professional experience 
I have a large experience as a Production coordinator, executive producer, video editor, video 
director having worked more than 27 years for several broadcasting companies in Brazil. I am also 
experienced with international productions and a variety of formats from documentaries to reality 
shows filmed all over the country and abroad. 
 
Recent work 
Local Producer for the Canadian doc series “Enfants Prodiges” 
Researcher for 9News - AU on the investigation of Cecilia Hadaad’s murder  
Executive producer for the commercial " Ïn the Pool with Ian Thorpe" - Jungle - AU  
Location Manager in Brazil for the Turkish Documentary "For a Cup of Coffee"- Velocity Istanbul 
Fixer for Channel Nine - AU, during the Olympic Games 2016 
Fixer for SKY-NZ preparation for the Olympic Games 2016 
Fixer for CNN - Filming the Tv show - “Living Golf” in Rio. 
Production Coordinator for the Corporate Australian event in Rio - “Unstoppables”  
 
Cinegroup 
Production coordinator for “Desafio Brasil Fashion” a reality show filmed over nine cities in Brazil 
Location 
Location manager for the commercial “RecadastramentoTelebras” 2015 
 
FSR Produções  
Location Manager for BBC’s World Cup Titles. 
 
Lexique Produções  
Executive producer (RJ) for Fox’s photograph advertising campaign “Porta dos Fundos” 
Location scout/manager and Executive producer (RJ) for the Nextel’s photograph campaign 
“Institucional – Fase 2” 
Location Manager for two videoclips produced for Yanis Records featuring Luyanna & Papi 
Sanchez. 
 
Publytape Comunicação 
From March 2012 to January 2014 - Production Coordinator for the TV Show “Afinados”, distributed 
by Globo International for 115 countries worldwide. Also responsible for a ten episodes TV series 
“Grandes Nomes Multishow”, a biography of some of the most important brazillian personalities 
from sport, music and TV. 
 
Red Earth Films: 
Location scout and research for Infocusasia´s Amazon project. 
 
Conspiração Filmes: 
Line producer for the institutional video produced by Conspiração Filmes to OGX, the Oil Company 
showing the progress and new discoveries under the sea.  
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Neon Rio: 
Local Producer for “The Full Brazillian” – SBS Australia – Shot in Rio during the World Cup 2014  
Fixer for BBC’s series “How Life Works” – Pantanal / Brazil 
Local Producer for the “Amazon”, a three episodes documentary produced by MBC - Korea 
Local Producer for “Last Woman Standing “ – BBC 
Local producer for “Crimenes de Rodajes” – Endemol  Argentina 
Producer for the program 60 Minutes ( Australian version) about Rio's Carnival. 
Production Coordinator: Bocek/ TV TTNET (Turkish TV Commercial)  
Local Production Assistant for the Belgium Reality Show "Temptation Island". 
 
Tycoon Estúdios: 
Edited (on-line) and worked as video tape operator, On many different programs at this 
post-production studio such as: Documentaries " Krajberg", "Japão", "China"; political TV 
campaigns and TV commercials. 
 
TV Globo RJ: 
Worked at the post production centre at TV Globo, a major broadcast company in Brazil, as a video 
editor, for news programs, musicals, soap operas, and documentaries. 
 
Taiga Produções - RJ: 
Producer for "Zumbi dos Palmares" a documentary about the history of the famous rebel slave. 
  
RBS TV - Production Coordinator and director for "Modelo Empresarial Catarinense", an award 
winning TV program focused on businesses enterprises; also worked on news and musicals. 
 
Prisma Produções - SC: 
Director of the weekly TV series "Pequenas Empresas", produced by Sebrae SC , aiming to 
encourage the small business entrepreneur. 
 
VTI SC: 
Co-director of two political campaigns in Joinville and Florianópolis; production coordinator of 
several publicity and TV commercials. 

 
Courses and academic skills 
Marketing strategies - Sebrae SP - (2005) 
Screenplay technique with José Louzeiro - (1994) UFSC - Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina. 
Publicity and propaganda - (1993) Istituto Veneto de Santa Catarina. 
On-line editing - (1989) TV Globo, Rio de Janeiro 
Social Communications - (1978-1979) PUC RJ 

Languages 
Portuguese (mother tongue) 
English ( fluent written and spoken) 
 
Living abroad 
London - 1996-2002 
USA - 1982  


